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,_ ABSTRACT

•' Studies of radar backscatter from the sea surface are referred either tol

: the wind speed, U, or friction velocity, u,. Bragg scattering theory _u_.ests
that these variations in backscatter are directly related to the height of tl,e

" cap_llary-gravity waves modulated by the larger waves in tilt and by straining

of the short wave field. The question then arises as to what chalacteristic

of tht:wind field is most probably correlated with t le wa,'e number spectrum

of the capillary-gravity waves. This study reviews tle justification for

_electing U as the appropriate meteorological parameter to be associated with

backscatter from L-band to K -band. Both theoretical reasens __ndexperimentalu
evidence are used to demonstrate that the dominant parameter is U/C(!) where

ITis the wind speed at a height of about _/2 fol waves having a phase speed
of C(_).

_" ttlSTORICAL REVIEW

; The steps that lead to the development of the SEASAT-SASS go back to the
early theories of radar backscatter from the sea surface end to measurements

of the high frequency part of the spectrum of wind generated waves in wind
wave flumes. Programs of the Advanced App]__'_ationsExperiment Office of NASA
were initiated in the middle 196L"s to measure the normalized radar backscat-

tering cross section from aircraft as reported by Moore and Bradley (]969).

Measurements of the high frequency waves in wind-wave flumes as in Pierson and

Stacy (1973) and Mitsuyasu and Honda (1974) were made in attempts to relate
the water waves to the radar waves by means of various versions of B_agg scat-

tering theory, as in Rice (1951), and others. There were other contending

theories of backscatter that depended on the entire wave number spectrum as

in Chia (1968). The full spectrum is still, in a sense, needed to correct

Bragg theory and to account for low inrid_nce angles.

^_ _..... ._owind-wave flume mea-To connect aircraft measurements at 500 m, ........ ,

sureme_ t3 in flumes several meters high requires knowledge of the v=r_tion of

the time _veraged wind with height. Experiments in wind wave flumes usually

provided the quantities, u, and z , and aircraft measurements provided a mean
; wind at flight altitude or were m._e near some surface platform to obtain wind

_- speed and direction, air temFerature , sea temperature and, perhaps, relative
humidity at some height above the sea surfa, e.

f_ The available theory for .onnecting wind wave flume measurements to free

: atmosphere measurements is that of Monln Obukhov (1954), which requires the

.A, empirical determination of the function, ¢(z/L), _here L is the stability

: leng=h and of either a relationship between z° and u, or the neutral drag

coeffLcient, CDN , defined by

:* 2 (_1)2. CDN
" / (1)
•. = U, 0

The generally accepted function for _(z/L) is presently the Businger--Dyerfunc-

-_ tion but there are no gene.'ally _ccepted functions for either Cn_(UNI n) or
z = z (u,). It is, however, generally agreed that the neutral_rag-@oeffi -
c°tent _s not a constant.
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'I11cdetails on the development of the SEASAT-SASS can be ¢,"'_,r_d _n the

_;kvlab EREP Investigations Summary (NASA SP-39q) the sp_'lal i_sue i;_ _ience

(V_I. 204, Tune 1979_, the IEEE Journal of Oceanic Fn6lnee.ring (Vo[. OE-5,

April 1980) and two Journal of G_e_ Research sp.'ciai issues (Vol. 87

7_o. c5 April 1982 and Vol. 88. No. C3 Feb. 1983) and in the p_ppr_ tit-,:

therein. It will be necessary to search rather diligently to find out which,

_I luan>',closure relations wa_ usod either to relate wind-wav_ flume data to

t!,e free atmosphere or to refer the _ind to some constant height above the

sea surface. It will also be difficult tu fiat! the rationale for the decision

to relate backscatter to the mean wind speed and direction at a height of 19.5
m above ti_e sea surface.

THE PRESENT SITUATION

7_e sit,ation becomes even more confusing when one reads Jones;, et al.

(197/) 7ones and Schroeder (1978), Ross and Jones (1978), Liu and Large (1981),
:_',3_i_,,et al (1982), Brown (]983) and Pierson (]983). The 1977 reference

fi.._s :_pover law (to be defined later) relationship between o°(NRCS) and

wind sl_ :d for up _nd, downwind and crosswind and gives forms for ,5° versuc ×

-. for fix__d _{ and 0. Jones and Schroeder (1978) use a zo versus u, relation

shi_, .given by Cardone (1970) an] find a power law relationshi_ip for u,. Ross

and Tones 1978) mpn=ured backscatter, both polarizations, UN _, u. and zo• 1U^
inferred t _m aircraft data at 150 m over a fetch from zero to _,4 Van and

found esse;,t_ally constant backscatter, wind speed, and u, values far UNIo
equal to 13.0 m/s a,d 9.0 m/s. The gravity waves increased in height over

the fetch, but none of the othe_ p_rameter_ changed by more than what would

be expected as a result of mesoscale turbulence. Liu and Large (1981) tried

to relate JASIN measurements of u, to o° and found "no significant differenceO

bctweeu the correlation of o° versus UN and o versus u_ "(see also Pierson

(1983)). _ The S3 group (O'Brien, et al. (1982)) believe that the vector wind
stre_s, _, is the primary quantity needed to study w_d driven ocean currents

but do not address either the relationship betw_u the wind and the wind

stress or the mechanism by which the wind actually generates ocean currents.

Brown (Iq83) writes that "Since the estab!zshment of good parameterizations

between qcatterometer signal and surface winds in regions of rapid change and

strong air-sea interaction are hampered by lack of good wind data, the _atio- i

_mlization for wind rather than surface stress algorithms is not so strong.

As an appropriate consort to the surface reflectivity, we might as well accept

u, rather than its ersatz companion, the wind. In regions where air-sea tem-

perature differences are available, there is no difference, as [(i)] accura-

' tely relates U(z) to u,. However, in dynamic regions, such as an intense

-f cyclone with resultant large air-se_ temperature difference, u, can be expected

to provide better correlations with the seatterometer". Pierson (1983) iden-

tifies the oroblem and argues that the wind is the more basic parameter and

should be the quantity correlated with backscatter. An experiment to help

'' clarify the problem is outlined for some future scatterometer such as NROSS.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

= The various paper cited above document a variety of opinions on the relative

importance of -a_ious parameters and measurements of the dependence of radar

backscatter or some property of the atmosphere in motion, To do so, it is

:_ first necessary to state the problem according to our present understanding
of it.

-- !
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lhe primary quantity of meteorology is the air itself. It has mass, or den-

: sity, and a wide cariatlon in its ability to ho]d water vapor.
g

Air in motion is the wind, so wind is a secondary quantity. The speeds and

C directions of the winds are highly variable quantities near the Earth's aur-

" face, and even more so at the higher elevations of the atmosphere. For
synoptic scale meteorological applications, the winds in a time averaged sense

are not measured very accurately by presently aval]ahle conventional and re-

" motely sensed meteorological methods (with the possible exception of the SASS)
as shown by Pierson (1983) and others.

Air in motion, the wind, is turbulent. For the study of turbulence, a terti-

ary quantity is the downward flux of turbulent momentum toward the sea surface

in the planetary bouvdary layer as defined by (2).
r

2 ' '
t u, = T/p = -<u W > (2)
I 2

The quantity, u,, is not routinely measured over the oceans. The quantity
indicated by (2) is in essence the cospectrum of the fluctuations about some

mean value of U as in U = U + u averaged over an appropriate time interval

at some reasonable height above the sea surface and the fluctuations in the
; vertical velocity, which are usually taken to have a zero mean. Thi_ _o- ,

spectrum is shown by Large and Pond (1981) and high quality data on (2) can

be found in Large's Thesis,Large and Pond (1981) and Smith (1980), among others.

, Near the sea surface for a height somewhere above the waves up to some higher

elevation (2) is assumed to he a slowly varying quantity wf h time but more

or less independent of height.

There are other ways that the wind affects the sea surface other than the

downward flux of momentum implied by <u: 'w >. One of the most important is

the variable dynamic pressures applied to the moving water surface and the

phase and magnitude of these varying pressures relative to the waves that are

present. Fluxes of heat and water vapor are also involved as eddy quantities,

--_ each having problems associated with tbeir bulk parameterization.
!.

'_ Somehow or other, air in turbulent motion over the ocean generates waves.

These waves are more or less random as a time history at a point, short

crested, and variable as to their properties as a function of the motion of
the air over them, distance over _ich the air has moved and the time duration

of the velocity of movement. These waves are described ultimately by non-

linear equations, but present cheorles are at best third order approximations.

Within a linear theory, the spectrum of the waves generated by the moving i

air covers about three orders of magnitude in frequency and five, or so, in
wave number. For waves shorter than about 5 cm, surface tension becomes I

important. Since the rada_ wavelength of the SASS on SEASAT is 2 cm, capil- i
lary waves near 2 cm in lengtl are important in backscattering theories.

Capillary waves ,have rounded ,rests and sharper troug_s that point down into i
I

the water. According to Crapper (1957) the limiting form of pure periodic I

capillary waves produces waves with a very strange profile that can be as i

high as they are long. t

The SEASAT-SASS estimated the power of the electromagnetic radiation back- !

scattered from the sea surface. Actually the recelrad power plus the noise I
in the system was estimated and then an estimate of the noise was subt:acted. I
For low signal (_ i0-15 to 10-16 watts) to noise ratios (- I0 to -15 db), it

was quite possible to obtain a negative estimate of the received power, which, I
unfortunately, was ignored in further data proces3ing.

I
Pierson and Stacy (1973) showed that capillary waves are not generated in a
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wind-wave flume for winds corresponding _o friction velocities up to about 12
cm/sec, which yields a wind of about 4 m/s at 19.5 m. Lfu and Lin (1982)

have used laser methods to estimate the frequency spectrum of capillary waves.

Their results differ from earlier studies, but still suggest that the spectrum

increases more rapidly at higher frequencies than at lower frequencies in the

capillary range. Since wavenumbers and not frequencies are the appropriate

quantities in backscatter theories capillary waves advected forward and backward
by the _ _nger gravity waves may have their frequencies Doppler shifted so that

tilefrequency spectrum cannot be simply transformed to the wavenumber spectrum.

Thu SEASAT-SASS (and by extention any other scatterometer) measures the

roughness of the sea surface, including, perhaps, flying spray, and the sharp

corners at the crests of gravity waves, and the Bragg scattering from a surface

tilted by gravity w3ves and related to the capillary vector wave number spec-

trum. 2A scatterou_eter measures neither the wind nor u,, or by extention,
= pu,. The connection between the sea surface roughened by the moving air

and the estimates of the normalized radar backscatterlng cross section mea-

sured by a scatterometer is thus ouilt on a chain of theoretical and experi-

mental results that depend on the true nature of the moving air in the plane-

tary boundary layer and on how waves are generated. Neither the effective

l- neutral wind at 19.5 m above the mean sea surface nor u, may prove to be most
directly related to backscatter measurements.

THE SASS-I MODEL FUNCTION

The design of the experiments to determine the relationship between back-

scatter and moving air began several years before the launch of SEASAT. The

worst case design was predicated on being able to determine a wind of 4 m/s

within plus or minus 2 m/s ba_ed on the aircraft data of Jones, et al. (1977)
and on Pierson and Stacy (1973). There were several dozens of published

relationships for CDN = CDN(UI0) , or variants thereof relating zo and u,. It i
was impossible to pick one and prohibitively expensive to measure u, over a
wide enough range of wind speeds during the anticipated lifetime of SEASAT. !

The choice of the effective neutral wind at 19.5 m was based on two consid-

erations. They were that anemometers on transient ships are at heights
considerably in excess of i0 meters and that winds corrected to this height !

by means of Monin-Obukhov theory were relatlvelv insensitive to which cho_ e, of
many, was made for equation (I) even after correction for stability effects.

Col,;ider, the simplified situation for which the drag coefficient is c_a- _!

stant and might equal I0-_, or perhaps 2.10 -3 or perhaps 3.10-3. The mean i

wind at 40 m can be referrea to the wind at 19.5 m for neutral stability by !

U(40)(1 + 1.63 C )
i; _(19.5)= __ (3)

" (1 +3"38 CDN_)__ t" and the wind at 5 m can be referred to 19.5 m by

U{5)(1 + 1.63 C_,)

_(19.5)- -=' (4)

(1 - 1.69 CDN_) I
The wind stress computed for a mean wind at 40 m is given by

_"' _ ffiP CDN _40 (I + 3.38 C )-2 (5)
¢
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and For 5 m by

, -2 ½
T = p CDN U5 ( 1 - 1.69 CDN)-2

(6)

_or th+, _mP wind at I0 m, the stress varies 57 a factor of 3 and u, vak'les

by 73% under these ass,mptions. With the?c _quations, and their obvious ex-

tentions, the wind measured at any height can be referred to 19.5 m. A wind
., • for neutral stratification of 15 m/s at 40 m yields winds of 14.09, 13,77 and

]3.52 m/s, for example, which for a factor of 3 in Cq pzoduces a 56 cm/sec

change in the wind at 19.5 m. Similarly a wind of I m/s at 5 m produces winds

uf 16.65, 17.4 and 18.00 m/s at 19.5 m for a 1.35 m/_ change. Corrections for

,_tability have roughly the same effect for a considerable variation in CDN.

The choices avoided a decision as to which of many drag coefficients should be

'. ,,_,ed. However, it did not avoid the basic question of how the roughened sea

_urfac_ iq related to the turbulent moving air over the ocean.

When these decisions were made, the inherent difficulties of measuring the

winds correctly by conventional meteorological means were not clearly in focus.

The evolution of the understanding of the problem can be traced through the

papers and special issues that have been cited above.

The SASS-I model function is an attempt to relate the effective neutral

• wind speed at 19.5 m, which is (or was) the anemometer height on the British

_. weather ships I and J, and wind direction, to backscatter, either vertically or
horizontally polarized, by means of a relationship of the form

o o= o ( ,x,e) (7)

where ]V[ is the magnitude of the wind vector, X, is the wind direction rela-

tive to the pointing direction of the radar beam and 8 is the incidence afLg]e.

The model for the model function was simplified to the form

o e):. o = K(X, 8) (8)

or to

oOI 1Odb loglo = i0 O(X,8) + H(X,B) lo_0V (9)

, hence the G-H tables of Schroeder, et al. (1983), and the concept, continued -'

from earlier refereaces, of a power law relation, between wind and backscatter,

which may or may not be correct. The objective is to find the vector wind,

: i.e. _, given ps_rs of backscatter measurements 90 ° apart for two

slightly different o's, and one really needs to find a best fi= to

- :vl= V(x,e, o°) (lo)

_ if the data have random errors. The problem becomes trivial if (8) 9r (9) isused but non-trlvlal if a simple inverse of (7) to yield (I0) is not available.

_ The graph of o° in db versus loglOV is a straight llne for any e and X.

If the SASS-I model function is correct, if a correct way to recover the

wind given the backscatter measurement_ is used and if the function giving CDN
as a function of _(i0) is known, then T can be found (plus ambiguities or

aliases). If CnN is a constant for all winds speeds, equation (9) becomes
" trivial since i_ becomes (ii) from (I) with a minor correction for the dlffr L-

ence between 19.5 and I0 m
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• _3°dh = lO(G(×,0) + it(×,0) loglo(U,/CDN_)) OF POOR QUALITY

: 1o(c(× o) _ + H(×,0) u,) (ll)' - 2 l°gl0 (CDN) 1°g10

and a power law still results.
?

However, if for the higher whld speeds

CDN = a + £0(i0) 412)2

: a_ in both S iith 41980) and Large and Pond (1981), then

- o 2
u7 = (_ + _0(10))(_,10)) (13)

The value of u, is then a rather complex function of U41 .5) and clearly a

power law relation between u, and o° will not apply.

Conver:;_iv _f the correct relation between backscatter and u, was a power
law as in

o 2,q- = _(A, 6)(u ):'(k' 0)/2 (14)

t hen
0

i lO lOgl(} ,_ = lO(lOglo _4X,0) + b{×.O) lOglo u, + B4X, 0)loglo fi(lO))

: 10(Iog10 _(×,0) + _(x,o)2(l°glO(_ + B_(IO))(TT(ZO))2) (15)

which is not a straight line on a o°db versus log U(10) plot.

Inevitably, then, it is necessary to return to the fundamental quest_.ns of

the way moving turbulent air roughens the sea surface. These are questions of

how the wind varies with height very close to the sea surface, of the relation

between 0(z), u,, and other parameters and of the basic physical effects

involved. Fhe problem is in one sense trivial, given an accepted equation for

C_. (U...) and that SASS-I, or something very similar, is correct. In another
UN il_i

sense, it i_ extremely complex, given that some of the theories and assumptlo_s

that have been used may be incorrect and that the study of the generation of J

waves by the wind, especzally capillary waves, is a difficult subject.

THE ROUGHNESS OF SHORT WAVES

Given that scatterometers respo,d to the roughness of w_ve8 with wave-

_ l_ngths in the neighborhood of the incident Bragg wavelengths, the fundame,

question posed in the title to this paper sep6_ates neatly Into two parts:
%

(a) the relationship between scattering cross-sectlon and the vector wave

number spectrum of the Bragg scatterers; and

(b) the parameterization of the spectrum of the Bragg scatterers in terms

of characteristics of the wind and of the entire wave spectrum. The tradi-

tional approach has been to lump the two parts into a single "model function"

_ relating the measured backscatter to either wind speed or friction velocity.There are so many sources of error in this approach and so few comprehensive

_ sets of surface comparative data that no consensus has emerged regarding the
_,_ source of backscatter variations. Zn this section we employ some field

,.s* observations of frequency spectra of short waves to attempt to throw some light

on the _econd of the points listed above.m-
- 80
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A complete an_w._r to part (b), above, requires d_ zailed knowledge of the wave

u,1_bcr _p,,ctrumof the Bragg scatterers and its dependence on external forcing•I

di.;_ipation and r_odulatlnn by longer wave component,_. This is a great deal

more than the experimental data will support, and we must content our-.elves

, her_ wit}, a look at the Integra of the slectrum or the vari ncc fo_"?v cicular

bands of ,'omponcnts. Thus, we would like to explore the dependence of the

spectral density of the gravity.capillary o_, at least the very short gravity

wave_;,cm appropriate indicators of external forcing.

However, the Doppler shift of observed frequencies of short waves due t_
longer wav,.4 an' currents limits the range of short waves for which the

observed frequez_cy spectrum yields any useful information about the desired

wave number spectrum. For w:_-esat the gravlty-capillary range of direct
interest, the orbital velocities of the long waves are gener-

ally _uffJcient to reverse t..ei[propagation direction, thereby ma_ing it

difficult to deduce _he wave-number spectrum from the observed frequency
spectrum. On ti_eother hand, longer waves near _he peak of the spectrum can-

not be expected to behave in an analogous way to the very short Bragg scat-

terers, thelr spectral density being affected by advection and by pon-iinear
effects.

The spectral density of wave com oonents on the rear face of the spectrum,

sufficiently far from the peak, is a consequence of a balance between wind

inl.atand dissipation. The energy flux from the wind to the wave components

is brought about by both normal (pressure) and tangential (shear) stresses.

However, both calculations (Brooke Benjamin, (1959)and Miles, 1962)) and

experiment (Kendall (1970))indicate that normal stresses dominate the energy

flux. In a cecent numerical study, AI-Zanaidi and Hui (1984), using a two-

equation closure model for the boundary layer turbulence, have shown that the
energy input from the wind• 3E/_t, is related to the wind speed and the wave

phase speed• C by:

, ",E _a U_ ,_
1 _-_= '_'E -- _(_-- - 1 )- (16), Pw

I whets _ is a parameter, weakly dependent on the aerodynamic condition of the

surface - smooth, transitional or rough, _ in the radian frequency of the

I wave compotp:nt receiving wind input and, X is its wavelength and U_ is a
reference height for the calculation.

The expression (16) supported by laboratory measurements in the wind-wave• i

tank at the Canada Centre for Inland Waters, has the character of wind input {

induced by form drag. Inasmuch as the sea surLace is aerodyr _ically [

smooth only at the lowest wind speeds, much of the momentum and euergy flux i
from _he wind must necessarily involve correlations between surface slope and !

pressure brought about by the flow near the surface in relatlo,% to the wave-
" lengths of the surface roughness; i.e. the wave compo;tenta inducing and i

ao_urbing the ener,;y flux. Thus, the appropriate wind speed is the speed at

i a height corresponding to the wavelength (16) or a fraction thereof Some [• }
further ideas of the nature of marine surface drag are given by Stewart (1974). !

In an actively wind forced sea the gravity waves suffer dissipation largely i
through interm!ttent breaking. Breaking occurs when _h& )ocal vertical
acceleration at the ores," exceeds g/2. Since the height of waves of a patti- !

" cular wavelength varies irratically in sp_ce and flea% breaking is hlghly ,
intermittent. However, the frequency of breaking events will -:early increase
as the energy level in the spectrum increases. Thut._ the i_ae_,..,aal rate of
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dissipation vet radish of -_aves at 8 part£c,_'lar frequency vtll depend on the
spectral energy danslty _(_) and the grav£tatlonal acceleration, $,

.i _E _ _(" (17)

.. wherL:6 in a dln '-ionl,_.ssconstant a_d n, an exponent to be detcrnlned by
i exper unent.

' Of course the choice of a power law for the functional form of (17) Is pure-
ly a matter of conTenlence. By suitable choice of n, the dissipation rate
_.a, be made more or less sensitlve to spectral density. _ '

On the plausible assumption that the short sra-ity smv_8 strike • balance
: between direct wlnd lnput end dissipation throogh t:;-_Ins, (16) and (17) may

be equated co yleld"

5 _. 1)2/n (18)
gw

where the disperslon relation for s_sll _pl_ude sravity _ves has been used
:: to replace C.

-5
For many years the rear face of the spectrum was thousht to follow an

power law corresponding to the "hard s_' ratlon" of Phill£ps (1958) theory.

._ In (18) thls frequency depende_ce hsplles n - 0. _>w It appears (Fo_rlsta1?.A
(1981) Kate• (1981), Donelan, et 81. (1983_, Kltat$orodektl, (_._83))that . !i P J

: provldes a bet*.er description of the energy contalnln s (end not Hverely !
Doppler shlfted) wa_,es on the fur face of the spectrum. _hls corresponds to i
n = 2 or relat:,ely "soft saturatlon", 1.e. the rate of dls_/_tion is not [
e::_remely sharply dependent on the spectral denslty. ]" After correcting for Doppldr shift dtstort£ons to the observ,_ spactruu_ the
n_llzed spectre1 denslty _(_) _.'.5/82 nay be compared with the various t_
candtdate_ r.sken to be representer Lye of wi_d forctna. Tho_e ere: (a) the i

• neutral equivalent wind speed 8t •hip anemometer he4.shtU. 1 ., 8_nerally
f_.voured by _eteorolo$ists and (b) the frlctlon ve_cit_ _,_;_tho hope of most , _
o_.eanogrephers, snd _c),((tk0/s)-I) which 1s su_ested b_ the roush _n_lysts ,] .

_bove. I" '_
DATA -:_

The data set constts of 52 observations on _aJke Ontario each 20 minutes Ion$ ,. ,.
in _hlch the raves were sensed by a capacitance vlra and sompXed at 20 lie and ", _
the wind speed and turbulemt components were sensed by 8 G111 anemometer
btvane and 88npled st 5 lie. The averaSe drq coeffLc_en, yes estimated from

. the direct Reynolds flux usLn 8 stresses 8veraaod ov_r 1 bear, or ionBer . If . :
conditions were steady. Th_ frict/on valoctty we them computed from the
20 nioute sversse vlnd speed u_io8 (1). l_t oheorvnd frequency of _ - 17.3 i, .
sac-1 yes ulacted because tLeu v_ves Ire wfftcLently far from the peak t, •

:_ to alloy th_ balance of vtnd .Input and die. ;.petimm ud yet ioa8 enouah . _
(X - 20.7 ca) am that the DoI_l_ diar_rtlen _ss tolerable, l_ch s_tr81

**_: estimate had 1916 dqrees of free_an sad the frequency of 17.3 8oc -_ ores the :_ -

_i eneray _iShtM cmtroid of the bsM msly_, band on an _-_ sOectrtl. _ :,

Each spectral ust/s_te usa co__act_d fm_ the @IrKs of the i}o_p_t shift _
of the lousvr troves usin 8 an _s_t_._l sl_pe sad orb4tt_L v_ltiss with . •

_ GaussLsn dlst]_ltmt;to_ of stsnda_J dovtstioa 0 mm 0,,| _a_¢ e_p_8 the poak } .,_:

frequency _md c_J_ the vstiame_ o _. the en_fm'e_t_. Jim _'_ sputrun, t °_
wlth sharp eut-_ff st Up yieMs ovmV3"up Or,. liogm_, theme 8ener811y short • .

"1g8,40"1g'l g,4A



fetchc_ spectra have most of the energy concentrated near the peak (Donelan, et

al. (1983_); furthermore the attenuation of the velocities due to shorter
!: waves and the increased spreading of wave energy of the shorter waves all

/

tend to reduce the contribution of the waves above the peak to the root-mean-

t square Doppler shifting orbital velocities.

Observations of the bulk Richardson numbe_ were used to compute the Monin-

Obukhov stability index (Donelan, et al. (1974)) and thus to compute toe

neutral equivalent wind speed at any height in the manner described by Large
and Pond (1981).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Doppler shift corrected and normalized spectral estimates are compared

• with U(19.5), u, and ((U(%/2)_/g)-l) in Figures i, 2 and 3 respectively. In
• _ eac_ case ther : ts some correlation of the spectral estimates with the wind

_.• forcb,g parameter.

_ TP" points of Figs. i and 2 are clearly stratified with respect to the para-
_ . meter, U/Cv. Especially in Fig. 2, the spectral estimates corresponding to

__ high U/Cp _alues are well l_low the other estimates. The explanation for this
._ is probably that the friction velocity (or stress) receives contributions from
_ '.heroughness due to the entire wave spectrum, while the spectral estimate

i! reflects only the wind input to that part of the spectrum. For low values of
;_ U/C , most of the stress is carried by short waves (see'for example,

Kit_igorodskii and Volkov (1965) and Donelan (1982)) and therefore the spectral

estimates on the rear face of the spectrum reflect the stress. On the other

' hand when U/Cv is large (small nondimensional fetch) a greater portion of the
: flux of momentum to the waves is absorbed directly by the waves near the peak

of the spectrum. Under these conditions, the spectral levels on the rear face

are poor indicators of the total stress. The equivalent neutral wind at an

anemom.:ter height, (say 19.5 m) is obtained from the usual logarithmic profile

equation, Uz =(u, _n(Z/Zo))/_, where both u, and zo are affected by the entire
wave spectrum. The above comments regarding u, consequently apply also to

• U(19.5). _

When the spectral estimates are plotted in the context of (18) as in Fig. 3, _

• the stratification U/Cp dissapears although some scatter remains. Much of the
_catter is probably due to inexact correction for Doppler shift and other more
complex aspects of the modulation of short waves by long waves (Irvine (1983)).

Nontheless, the considerable improvement of the correlation in Fig. 3 over Figs.

i and 2 suggests that, of the three choices explored, that given by (18) follows

the data best. The least square regress.ion line shown has been forced through •
the origin and has a slope of 4.66 • 10-3, which is therefore the empirical .

value of y in (18). A reasonable fit to the straight llne in Fig. 3 implies
= n = 2 in (18). The choice of U at _/2 is arbitrary and relatively insensitive

I to height within a wavelength, or so of the surface.
It might be argued that since the spectral estimates are related to u,,

except for high U/C_, u, may be _nferred from backscatter at these wavelengths
over most of the ocean much of the time where U/Cp is generally less than 2.0.
Clearly this is unacceptable since during major storms the stress will be
surely underestimated. Opposing swells complicate the sitmation even more.

The waves analysed here are an order of magnitude longer than those of the
SASS. The response of 2 cm waves to some wind parameter is the question.
Clearly these short waves are affected by other factors. However, the comments
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! made above for longer -_a:-_smight be expected to apply. Even though the I
, spectral form may change, the rei_¢ant wind parameter will still be ((U/C(_))-I)

and not u,. I

' CONCLUDING REMARKS

i
This complex problem has many facets, but we note that the wind profile !

I near the surface is nearly neutral so that U at _ome he__ght is not too il- 'i

i logical a starting point for improved models. Ultimately, though, it is to :-: be expected that U(z) u, and zo will be related to the wave spectrum with' i
perhaps a time lag and perhaps a dependence on high opposing swells and cross i

" seas. Capillary waves for Ku band will also be affected by surface tension
and viscosity as well as possible breaking. That some sort of quasi-equillb- i
rium exists over most of the ocean most of the time is demonstrated by the !

wind data from the SASS, but the reservations stated herein and the first
- sentence of the quotation from Brown (1983) must be kept in mind. There is,

however little hope that the tangential stress, u,, will be more directly

r related to the waves than the normal stress (i.e. turbulent pressure

variations). Direct measurements at sea of the vector wave number I

spectrum for waves from 20 to i cm in length will be needed to clari- i
fy these problems as well as more accurate data on the air sea temp- !
erature difference. I
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